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Introduction

Kings Cross is one of the nine areas of focus within Camden for which Place Plans are being 
prepared.  Placeshaping has become an important concept in the work of government and local 
authorities in recent years.  It offers an opportunity to think and act strategically about investment 
decisions and service improvements in the interests of general health and wellbeing across the 
borough, with a focus on the particular needs of individual places.  It involves the management and 
development of local areas according to their needs, resources and local concerns and includes 
services as well as physical change.

Camden wished to work with local interest groups in the Kings Cross area to develop the Place 
Plan and engaged Sharon Wright, an independent facilitator, to run two workshops to consider key 
issues.  The workshops brought together individuals and members of local groups who have an 
interest in, and knowledge and experience of, the Kings Cross area.  The workshops were not 
decision making events, but rather acted as a forum for discussion and information sharing, and as 
a way to bring forward priority areas for further consideration.  

Summary

A total of 36 participants attended the two workshops on 28 October at the British Library and 30 
October at Maiden Lane Community Centre.  Their passion, expertise and insight was clear 
throughout and their thoughtful discussion forms the basis for the detail in this report.  

The workshops were facilitated by Sharon Wright, Creative Wit, and LB Camden officers were 
present in each discussion group to support participants and provide additional expertise.

Key issues raised by participants fell into two main categories, namely :

• strategic issues to do with process, information and communications; and
• cross cutting issues which dealt with the specifics of the Kings Cross area and how it could 

be improved in the future

These two key strands are explored in more detail below, and the outcomes from each of the 
discussion groups are included in this document.  This report does not aim to capture every 
comment made at the workshop sessions, but rather to highlight the priority issues raised in 
discussion.  Also included is a summary of the feedback received from participants at Appendix A.  
In addition, several participants helpfully send material after the sessions and this is also 
incorporated into the main body of the document and in the additional information section at 
Appendix B.

Key messages 

Strategic issues identified included :

Views on the area the work should cover.  This generated a lot of debate, and there was a 
strong call for recognition that Kings Cross covers an area which falls within LB Camden and LB 
Islington.  It was seen by many as very important that there is real joining up between the 
boroughs in looking at potential solutions and activities in Kings Cross in the future.  Some 
participants also felt the work should include more of the southern parts of Kings Cross (south of 
Euston Rd).

Clarity about what Kings Cross is for.  There were a variety of views on this in terms of the 
area’s functions, place in London and nationally and internationally, the groups who have an 
interest in its development (visitors, residents, students, workers, those passing through etc) and 
what should be prioritised.  This reflects the challenge of balancing the area’s various roles and the 
needs of different groups, and that a real understanding of what and who needs to be catered for is 
required so facilities can to be developed which meet their priorities.
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The need for all information relating to the Kings Cross area to be in one accessible place 
so that it can be easily searched and cross referenced.  It was recognised that there was a wealth 
of documents and reports which had been accumulated over a number of years and it was 
suggested these should be made available via some form of ‘Kings Cross portal’.  In particular 
there was seen to be a particular need for more information on aspects of the Kings Cross Central 
development (such as Development Plan; S106 Agreement; Site Occupation Schedules; Transport 
and Communication; and Development and Support of Site Public Image).

The need to clearly identify issues in relation to their status.  It was felt that clarity was 
needed about which issues the Council had the will and authority to do something about and which 
issues the Council had authority over but which they will not consider changing. There will also be 
issues which fall within this spectrum which the Council might wish to encourage and support but 
may have to work with others to achieve.  It was felt by some that this clarity would help to avoid 
wasting energy on outcomes which were unlikely to be achieved, although the potential for the 
Council to set a clear vision and to lobby effectively was seen as important by others.

Recognition that the issues which affect the Kings Cross area are not uniform and are 
constantly changing.  Some participants discussed the area as a ‘doughnut’ with the central 
development forming the hole and the rest of the area the outer ring.  The central development 
would impact on the outer ring as it progressed, but that impact may be different depending on 
which issues were being considered (eg transport, employment, safety etc).  This would suggest 
the need for short, medium and long term plans which were sophisticated enough to recognise the 
complex nature of the relationships.  It was also stressed by some that the outer ring should not be 
seen as the ‘poor relation’ to the central development and that it was equally important to ensure 
existing areas functioned well, while ensuring the relationship with the central development was 
carefully planned.

There is a long history of community involvement in the Kings Cross area and many of the 
participants have been actively involved in the area for a long time and have contributed to various 
initiatives and there is a great deal of knowledge to be tapped into as part of the process.  A 
number of participants stressed that the history of the area should be acknowledged and described 
as part of the Plan.

Cross cutting issues highlighted included :

Transport, links and routes.  A number of barriers to movement through the area were identified 
and overcoming these was widely viewed as critical to improving the area for the full range of 
users including pedestrians, cyclists, commercial traffic, buses and trains.  Several specific 
suggestions were made for improvements including better bus services, particularly to Maiden 
Lane, links into through and around the Argent site, better linkages east to west including a bridge 
across Kings Cross station, and crossings over Euston Road for pedestrians and cyclists. 
Separation of traffic, cyclists and pedestrians was felt to be important and it was highlighted that 
routes should not just be safe, but pleasant and attractive as well. 
 
Green and community space.  There was felt to be a shortfall in green space and community 
‘meeting places’ in the area and a call for a focus on making the most of available green spaces 
and creating effective community spaces for all.  In particular, the canal and Camley Street were 
thought to be areas which could be further developed.

Safety.  Reducing the perception of crime was a key area and it would be important to include 
local people, including young people, in discussions about how this could best be achieved.

Housing.  The limited range of the local housing stock was highlighted. There was a call from 
some for an improved mix and increased supply of affordable housing in the area and better 
identification of the range of needs including new arrivals and low income families.
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Employment and economic success.  It was suggested that forming better relationships with 
local employers could harness their Corporate Social Responsibility funds to support local 
activities, particularly with the voluntary sector and for young people.  The importance of zoning 
was raised in terms of protecting industrial sites, as was the need to provide units for small local 
businesses.  The range of shops, hotels and attractions in the area was discussed and the need 
for a mixed offer which would provide for local residents as well as those visiting, working and 
passing through the area.

Healthy living.  It was felt more could be done to promote walking in the area through safe and 
attractive pedestrian routes, and to provide high quality community spaces and sports facilities and 
improved local delivery of health services.  Harnessing new development to deliver health facilities 
was also identified as a way of improving health locally.

Education.  There was recognition that schools could act as hubs for their communities and this 
was to be encouraged.  Questions were also raised about how school places would be provided as 
the population grew, and what analysis has been done regarding future needs.

Temporary use of spaces.  It was felt that some thought should be given to more creative use of 
the available spaces which would be developed in the future but which were currently available for 
other activities.  This was felt to be particularly important given the current economic situation and 
the slowing of the Kings Cross Central development.  Suggested uses include festivals and 
activities linked to the Olympics, temporary food growing areas, temporary retail and other facilities 
to serve new residents, markets, and spaces for community and cultural events.

UKCMRI.  The proposed medical research facility behind the British Library was discussed and 
strong views were expressed about the possible impacts of the development, although no firm 
conclusions were reached about the positive or negative aspects of the development.

The ‘Treasure’.  The Kings Cross area was seen to be rich in culture, history and significant 
attractions and it was felt that these should be acknowledged and exploited for the benefit of local 
residents, workers and visitors alike.

A sense of place.  This was seen as important in an area undergoing significant change to ensure 
any developments took this into account, including the area’s history, connections between spaces 
and views through and beyond the area.
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Conclusion

The discussions covered a broad range of topics and, while there was general consensus in a 
number of areas, others were raised as questions for further exploration or where more information 
was needed before a considered view could be arrived at.  

Overall there was broad agreement around :

• the need to carefully define the area under consideration and, if necessary, for joined up 
working across local authority boundaries to achieve results;

• a wish to be able to access the wealth of information already available on the Kings Cross 
area;

• the need to improve linkages into and within the Kings Cross area for pedestrians, cyclists 
and traffic;

• the need for more green and community space across the area;
• the need to maximise the employment and economic possibilities the area offers;
• the importance of the rich culture and history of the area;
• the possibility of using all aspects of the area to enhance the experience of residents and 

visitors, including temporary sites;
• a desire that the Kings Cross area should have a strong sense of identity and be a safe, 

pleasant place to live and visit.
 
Areas which were raised but where there was less agreement or where there was a need for more 
information included :

• the ‘Lighthouse’ block.  Some participants saw this as an important gateway site, while 
others did not;

• housing was discussed at the second workshop and there was a call for a better mix of 
housing in the area but the issue was not dealt with in detail;

• there was no consensus on the UKCMRI development.  Some participants felt it should be 
resisted while others saw it as an opportunity to generate investment, but one which needs to 
be managed properly.

I am grateful to all the participants who came to the workshops and were so constructive and 
thoughtful in providing their views.  All were clearly committed to getting the very best from the 
Kings Cross area. 

Sharon Wright
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Participants

Workshop 1

Name Organisation
John de Lucy British Library

Nicholas Falk URBED

Colin Plant Camden and Islington NHS Trust

Rob Inglis St Pancras and Somers Town Planning Action

Angela Inglis KX Development Forum

Hugh Lake KX Development Forum

Michael Edwards KX Development Forum

Robert Milne KX Development Forum

Unity Grimwood Judd Street RA

Debbie Radcliffe Judd Street RA

Ray Agozzino High Speed 1

Eric Morgan High Speed 1

Gregory Cowan Living Streets (Kings Cross branch)

Phil Paulo London Wildlife Trust

Ray Long Edith Neville School

Diana Shelley Cally Rail Group

Andrew Bosi Cally Rail Group

Lillian Brafman Redington Frognal and Hampstead CAAC

Dhao Wotensen Acton and Swinton Residents Association

Peter Tomkins Acton and Swinton Residents Association

PC Tooth Metropolitan Police

Cllr Abdul Hai King’s Cross ward

Ernest James Kings Cross CAAC
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Workshop 2

Name Organisation
Rachel Zatz KX Impact Group

B Bennett KX Railway Land Group

Natalie Bennett St Pancras and Somers Town Planning Action

Marian Larragy King's Cross Railway Lands Group

Sylvia Tunstall King's Cross Railway Lands Group

Jim Humphris KX Development Forum

Helye Evans Ossulston TRA

David Walters Maiden Lane Community Centre

John Nordon Aedas

Rob Inglis Musical Flying Squad

Norman Sheppard Camden Square NA

Hugh Lake King’s Cross Development Forum

Chris Talbot CCMC

LB Camden Facilitators

David Joyce Workshop 1

Mathew Furness Workshops 1 & 2

Jaclyn Belo Workshop 1

Helen Peacock-Sevilla Workshop 1

Shaparak Rahimi Workshop 2

Robert Pert Workshop 2

Independent Facilitator

Sharon Wright Creative Wit
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A Place Plan for the Kings Cross Area

Key Issues Workshop

Agenda

Timings Activity

9.00am Arrival, registration and refreshments

9.30am Introduction (Sharon Wright, Creative Wit)
• Welcome and purpose of the workshop
• Icebreaker activity

10.00am The current context (David Joyce/Mathew 
Furness, LB Camden) : 

• The Placeshaping process
• Big Issues for Kings Cross

10.20am

Including break for 
refreshments

Small Group discussion :
• have we captured the right issues?
• what are your priorities?
• what are your ideas for the future of Kings 

Cross?
• what are the most important issues as we 

move forward?

12.00pm Feedback and discussion :
• Report back on the big messages from each 

group

12.45pm Next steps

1.00pm Close
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Introduction 

To start the workshops, each participants was asked to chose a random image postcard that said 
something to them about how they felt about the Kings Cross area.  The following words and 
phrases were used to describe why each person had chosen a particular image.

Workshop 1

Key words and phrases about Kings Cross :

Cafe society but loneliness?
Walkable streets
Liveable streets
Public real lively
Confusion!
Transport from a bygone age
Very busy and colourful
Manageability
Multiculturalism and religion.  Places for retreat
Transport and viability.  Limitation of space for number of people
The dog looks lonely and isolated which could represent some peopleʼs experience living in 
deprived areas in Kings Cross
International transport hub
Diverse community
Diversity
Communities
Uni led
Changes
Living densely 
Nice introductions 
Easy, simple 
A great place to live and well connected to the rest of the (north of the) country, and Europe
As many aspects as you wish, dream
Lacking common sense
International crossing point
Bleak
High potential
Not very suitable for kids
Visitors from all over the world
Disenfrachised, Dreams Destroyed

Summary

The exercise raised a number of the positive aspects of the Kings Cross area including the real 
potential it displays, the lively, diverse and multicultural community it hosts, the sense of 
community, and the fact it is an international transport hub.

On the negative side, issues such as the population density, lack of child friendly facilities, a sense 
of isolation, and the confused nature of the area also came to light.
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Workshop 2

Key words and phrases about Kings Cross :

Where I am 
Future gardens & orchard 
Communication
Material consistency
Buildings leak and a lace of repairs
Crowded community whose land is being eaten away
No plan!  But what is underneath
Euston Road - it is a barrier but there are physical and other types of barriers
Multi cultural
World attraction
Jumbled, lacking coherence, diverse - that is part of its charm but also a disadvantage
Coming and going - romantic atmosphere - old buildings and continental visitors arriving at 
St Pancras international
Lots of things are unusual in this area, which others see as problems
The same - too uniform
Seek roots - in heritage and present community

Summary

The positive aspects raised in this workshop were the strong sense of place the area engenders, 
the multicultural nature of the people, the international links and the charm the local area exhibits.

Negative aspects included the lack of coherence and density of population in the Kings Cross 
area.
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The current context

In order to ensure all workshop participants had the same understanding of the Placeshaping 
process, David Joyce (Workshop 1) and Mathew Furness (Workshops 1 & 2) gave a short 
presentation.  Their slides are included below.
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Workshop outcomes 

Workshop 1
Group 1

Key issues :

1.  Looking at the right area in the right way
• we need to see the area as a doughnut with the Kings Cross area as a part of a larger area and there 

needs to be the authority, information and power to deal with the area as a whole.

2.  Transport
• through, into and around the area in relation to trains, pedestrians, commercial, overground, bikes and  

buses
• what will the impact of any changes be?  We need to know and then we can make considered choices

3.  Matching the facilities to the population
• we need to match the facilities to the population as it changes and rises
• student housing and domestic housing
• considering the various populations : residents; pass throughs; visitors; workers; and donut people

4.  The ‘Treasure’
-  international                              -  national
-  Camden/Islington                     -  doughnut
-  local                                          -  we need to exploit this treasure for everyone

5.  Information
• We need information on all of the following :  Development Plan; S106 Agreement; Occupation 

schedule; Transport/communications; Treasure
• Over 20 major studies available?  We need to use all of these in our consideration
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Group 2

Priority areas :

1.  Green Space and Community Facilities
• specific focus around canal and northern Camley Street (cycle/pedestrian environment and potential 

to improve this asset)

2.  Community Safety 
• how do we reduce fear/perception of crime?  Importance of understanding what type of spaces 

young people want and then proper management (involve local people).  Fewer but higher quality?

3.  Starting point needs to be clear
• understanding of ownership/constraints and what can/can’t be achieved.  Needs to be routed in 

reality.

4.  Housing/Affordable Housing
• opportunities from development/estate regeneration to improve mix/increase supply.  But don’t just 

increase density without thinking carefully around tenure mix/unit sizes and capacity of area eg 
more housing in Somers Town less important than reducing overcrowding (incentivising under 
occupiers to move/combining units).  Role for housing associations.

5.  Work with major employers to run projects locally
• major institutions eg British Library doing more outreach.  Get the message across that there are 

fantastic facilities for local people to access.  Corporate Social Responsibility harnessed to create a 
‘Community Chest’ to help sustain voluntary sector in face of cuts.  Provide employment/
volunteering opportunities for young people.

6.  Links with Argent Development
• pedestrian routes (to Islington/Somers Town and north to Camley Street etc)
• bus services eg to Maiden Lane
• environmental improvements to key routes, lighting/signage etc
• stopping time for traffic/at pedestrian crossing
• queueing during the Olympics
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Group 3

Priority areas :

1.  Links/Routes
-  crossing Euston Road
-  East to West
-  Northern axis
-  gyratory
-  canal opportunity
-  cycling routes and parking
-  weight limits

2.  Healthy Living
-  community space
-  UKCMRI
-  changes in health delivery
-  St Pancras Hospital/Workhouse
-  Make walking more attractive/safer

3.  Economic Role
-  future of industrial estate/loss of employment
-  Euston Road HQ role
-  creative hub
-  shopping
-  food production
-  centre for voluntary sector
-  meeting point
-  hotels
-  attractions
-  Lighthouse

4.  What is Kings Cross For?
-  point of arrival/departure
-  place where people live
-  look at other international places
-  window on the world?
-  rich mix of people - how do we cater for all?

5.  Housing
-  new arrivals
-  poorer people
-  people being priced out - housing benefit and development
-  lack of range and integration in housing stock
-  land to rear of British Library - loss of affordable housing/community facilities

6.  Importance of schools
-  community hub
-  Edith Neville rebuild
-  arts role
-  link to healthy living 
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Group 4

Priority issues :

1.  Islington!
-  need to work together on this.  There is no reference to Islington in the current documents
-  can’t have a sensible plan without including east of York Way - new development links and walkability

2.  Access routes 
-  walking  

• to St Pancras is dangerous
• need allocation of resources to pedestrain permeability  
• quality of the walking environment between stations
• only one access point from East 
• signage

-  cyclists 
• separation?
• use of canal route
• about now as well as what happens in future
• need information from cyclist groups

3.  Lighthouse is a blot on the environment
-  LBC needs to influence/force a satisfactory solution
-  Heritage site

4.  Supporting local communities
-  in the neighbourhoods surrounding Kings Cross development
-  Somers Town
-  Maiden Lane
-  Caledonian Ward

5.  Employment
-  support local businesses/industrial workshops especially Camley Street eg mechanics
-  keep zoning - light industrial/small units

6.  Safety and increased volume of people
-  new offices etc
-  stations
-  pavement width
-  safety

7.  UKCMRI
-  Safety?
-  but, employment opportunities?
-  what about the promised housing?
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Workshop 2

Group 1

Priority areas :

1.  Transport/Routes and Access
-  redevelopment station barriers making things worse
-  need bridge over York Way
-  Euston Road crossings and east-west crossings
-  pedestrian environment at north end of St Pancras
-  engineering solutions that aren’t flexible and don’t work with desire lines
-  who takes the overview of transport?
-  permanent and temporary solutions needed
-  smooth surfaces for people with luggage
-  temporary solutions need to be looked at from perspective of all users (safe and pleasant)
- signage is disjointed,  Need to look at in terms of safety and information
-  S106 flexibility for bridge only
-  need better, more regular 390 bus service.  We need another route up York Way (259 could use York 

Way).  Need direct links with eastbound buses in either direction.  northbound York Way bus stop just 
before railway bridge (to serve the Construction Training Centre) is unnecessary and should be 
removed.  

-  better signage needed in Underground and Kings Cross and St Pancras Station
-  need a pedestrian/cyclist route into/across Kings Cross from the east (Wharfdale Road - Western 

Concourse)
-  bridge across east-west areas of Kings Cross station needs urgent championing by Camden - plan 

must be in place by 2012 or we will lose it.  Funding could be by public subscription
 
2.  Access to information 
- we need an information portal to be able to access all documents related to the Kings Cross area
- who has the power?  Who can make change happen?  No one is taking responsibility
- the occupation schedule

3.  Social integration : 
-  health
-  education - information needed.  How will the new population be served?
-  community facilities
-  youth facilities
-  retail - temporary and big brands.  Need to make sure the whole community is catered for 
-  sport facilities

4.  Temporary uses such as food growing, markets and around the Olympics
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Group 2

Key issues :

1.  Loss of identity and sense of place

2.  Transport and linkages
-  access into the site from York Way and Maiden Lane - access via Camley Street is dangerous
-  York Way tube station?
-  access from the west, north and east
-  noise levels from new rail lines
-  links for people living here and for visitors
-  studies have been done - where is the long term strategy and does it reflect our priorities
-  roads within the development are ‘standard’ and should be ‘special’
-  greater potential for existing routes, eg Camley Street.  Need better prioritisation of existing routes
-  no reference to important local views - they help give a sense of place
-  fortress mentality that locks away the development from the surrounding area
-  views and noise - buildings should be a pleasure to look at 
-  disconnections can create identity - and where you do have connections make the most of them and 
make them a pleasure
-  pedestrians - we need to think on a smaller scale, on a human scale

3.  Olympics
-  opportunity for use of vacant sites for festivals
-  what can we do to make surrounding areas so good that people want to come
-  temporary events are a good way of trying out ideas.  Value for the community can be created from 

temporary facilities.  Creates temporary ownership of an area
-  dialogue with developer has potential to create more value (eg value of culture) both for residents/

visitors/workers and for the developer
-  schools are great community assets
-  its not just about the centre!
-  creating a hub - education, health, culture and sport
-  need to think about Kings Cross in terms of 360 degrees not 180 degrees
-  as people move in to the area they will bring their own richness that must be tapped eg the student 

population
-  sustainability - must be integral to the design of buildings and streets - research into technologies

4.  Housing
-  diversity of housing needed
-  Maiden Lane - distinctive but needs investment
-  long term ownership and management are more/as important as initial build and design
-  community land ownership - would this create community? Shareholding?
-  communities need to be positive about change

5.  UKMRCI
-  will this be a good/bad thing?

6.  Employment and economy
-  local facilities for workers - strategy should recognise that as buildings are completed facilities will 

be needed
-  we want people to spend their money in surrounding streets and explore the area
-  low cost space for employers - where should it go?
-  just having standard business space won’t create an interesting place
-  create interesting/low cost spaces within the buildings
-  influencing the implementation of the S106 agreement
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Appendix A : Feedback

Workshop 1

Aspects Very good Quite good Quite poor Very poor

The presentation 33% (4) 25% (3) 42% (5)

The group discussion 75% (9) 25% (3)

The amount of time 
given for discussion

67% (8) 33% (4)

The facilitation 67% (8) 33% (4)

The venue 100% (11)

The event overall 55% (6) 45% (5)

13 responses were received in total.  Not all participants answered every question

Workshop 2

Aspects Very good Quite good Quite poor Very poor

The presentation 60% (6) 40% (4)

The group discussion 64% (7) 36% (4)

The amount of time 
given for discussion

64% (7) 36% (4)

The facilitation 27% (3) 73% (8)

The venue 55% (6) 45% (5)

The event overall 45% (5) 55% (6)

11 responses were received in total.  Not all participants answered every question
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Appendix B : Additional information

Below are websites suggested by one of the participants as sources of further information :

King’s Cross Development Forum: http://kxdf.wordpress.com/ 

King’s Cross Railway Lands Group: http://www.kxrlg.org.uk/

A local website run by Islington ‘Kings Crossers’ at http://www.kingscrossenvironment.com/
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